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Eventually, you will enormously discover a additional experience and endowment by
spending more cash. yet when? reach you resign yourself to that you require to
acquire those every needs with having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you attempt to
get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to
comprehend even more more or less the globe, experience, some places, gone
history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your agreed own mature to feat reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy
now is The Calm Act Books 1 3 below.

3E1 - NIXON KAUFMAN
DRONE RIDER, a thrilling and gritty new
cyberpunk series, pits one woman
against catastrophic new foes in a postapocalyptic world. By day, drone rider
Betta Graham herds migrants from her
cubicle in dismal Chicago, via her remote-controlled robotic bunnies and
dogs. Her ﬂocks beg for a place in the
sealed domes by Lake Michigan. By
night, Betta frolics in virtual with her
lover Valentin. But when she's forced to
become a cyborg, allies become enemies, friends turn foes, and even her
boyfriend is not the man she thought he
was. Because confusion is the tool of the
true adversary - sentient AIs, rogue artiﬁcial intelligence developed to direct
Earth's defenses. How can humanity prevail against AI, when sensors lie to them,
diplomacy is rewritten to fuel hostilities,
and weapons have minds of their own? A
cyborg like Betta is uniquely vulnerable and potent - in the opening salvo of global cyber war. Pick up Drone Rider because you love gritty action, laser-eyed
bunny robots, and ﬂawed characters in a
cyberpunk future where lines blur between man and machine.

“A dynamic story line that grips from the
ﬁrst chapter and doesn't let go.” --Midwest Book Review, Diane Donovan (regarding Once Gone) “A masterpiece of
thriller and mystery! The author did a
magniﬁcent job developing characters
with a psychological side that is so well
described that we feel inside their
minds, follow their fears and cheer for
their success. The plot is very intelligent
and will keep you entertained throughout the book. Full of twists, this book will
keep you awake until the turn of the last
page.” --Books and Movie Reviews,
Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone) A complete bundle of books 1-14 in the
MACKENZIE WHITE MYSTERY series by
USA Today bestselling author Blake
Pierce. Once Gone (Book #1 in the series) (a free download) has received over
1,000 ﬁve star reviews. In the cornﬁelds
of Nebraska a woman is found murdered, strung up on a pole, the victim of
a deranged killer. It doesn’t take long for
the police to realize a serial killer is on
the loose—and that his spree has just begun. Detective Mackenzie White, young,
tough, smarter than the aging, chauvinistic men on her local force, ﬁnds herself
called in grudgingly to help solve it. As
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much as the other oﬃcers hate to admit
it, they need her young, brilliant mind,
which has already helped crack cold cases that had left them stumped. Yet even
for Mackenzie this new case proves an
impossible riddle, something the likes of
which she—and the local force—have ever seen. With the FBI called in, together,
an intense manhunt ensues. Mackenzie,
reeling from her own dark past, her
failed relationships, and her undeniable
attraction to the new FBI agent, ﬁnds herself battling her own demons as her hunt
for the killer takes her to the darkest
places of her mind. As she delves into
the killer’s mind, obsessing over his twisted psychology, she ﬁnds that evil truly
does exist. She only hopes it will not be
too late to extricate herself from it, as
her entire life collapses around her. As
more bodies turn up dead and a frantic
race against time ensues, there is no
way out but to ﬁnd him before he kills
again. A dark thriller with heart-pounding
suspense, the Mackenzie White Mystery
Bundle comprises 14 books that will
leave you enthralled and shocked, book
after book, and leave you guessing, and
turning pages, late into the night.
A Boxset collection of the ﬁrst 3 books in
the Chronicles of Kerrigan Prequel Series! Christmas Before the Magic - Book
#1 Learn how it all began … before the
magic of tatùs. When Argyle invites his
best friend, Simon Kerrigan, home for
the Christmas holidays, he wants to save
Simon from staying at Guilder Boarding
School on his own. Simon comes along
and doesn’t expect to ﬁnd much more
excitement in the tiny Scottish town
where Argyle’s family lives. Until he
meets Beth, Argyle’s older sister. She’s
beautiful, brash and clearly interested in
him. When her father warns him to stay
away from her, Simon tries, but sometimes destiny has a hope of it’s own.
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Question the Darkness – Book #2 Learn
how it all began … before Rae Kerrigan.
The sins of the father are the sins of the
son. What did Rae’s father do that put
fear in people’s eyes at the name Kerrigan? Simon Kerrigan is a bright kid. He
likes to ask questions and push adults in
their way of thinking. He’s falling for a
girl he’s been warned to stay away from.
Tempted by forbidden love, he also must
face the biggest challenge of his life: receive a tattoo on his sixteenth birthday.
This ink is going to give him a supernatural ability unlike anyone before him.
When secrets of the past begin to reveal
themselves, he questions everything
he’s ever known. Pressure from Guilder
Boarding School and the Privy Council only confuse Simon more as he struggles
to ﬁnd himself. How hard will he have to
shake the family tree to ﬁnd the truth
about the past? The Chronicles of Kerrigan Prequel is the beginning of the story
before Rae Kerrigan. Christmas Before
the Magic is just the beginning (but not
the end...) Into the Darkness – Book #3
What did Rae’s father do that put fear in
people’s eyes at the name Kerrigan? After a mysterious attempt is made on his
life, Simon Kerrigan has more questions
than ever, and this time, he's not the only one. The beginnings of a secret society are formed at Guilder. A society of
other like-minded students all unsatisﬁed with the status quo. All searching for the truth. But things aren't always
as they seem. When Simon gets an unexpected visitor, his entire world is turned
upside-down. Suddenly, the rules that
were made to keep him safe, are the only things standing in his way. Who can
he trust? Can he learn to master his
tatù? Most importantly, can he do it in
time to protect those things that are
most precious to him?
Love blooms in the New Hampshire town
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of Red Maple Falls in this utterly romantic collection of small-town love stories!
Join the Hayes and Marshall siblings as
they each ﬁnd love in the most unexpected of ways. Book 1: Mad About Matt
(Matt and Shay) Book 2: Crushing on
Kate (Kate and Caleb) Book 3: Moments
with Mason (Mason and Cassie) Book 4:
Catching Cooper (Cooper and Sarah)
Book 5: Hung Up on Hadley (Hadley and
Sam) Book 6: Dreaming of Daisy (Daisy
and Nick) Book 7: Marshall Family #1:
Charmed by Chase (Chase and Bex)
Book 8: Blindsided by Brooke (Brooke
and Tyler) Book 9: Lusting After Layla
(Layla and Declan) Book 10: Jaded Until
Jax (Jax and Kristen)
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fore his time by his gift of the Sight; and
the young, compassionate Padriac. But it
is Sorcha, the seventh child and only
daughter, who alone is destined to defend her family and protect her land
from the Britons and the clan known as
Northwoods. For her father has been bewitched, and her brothers bound by a
spell that only Sorcha can lift. To reclaim
the lives of her brothers, Sorcha leaves
the only safe place she has ever known,
and embarks on a journey ﬁlled with
pain, loss, and terror. When she is kidnapped by enemy forces and taken to a
foreign land, it seems that there will be
no way for her to break the spell that
condemns all that she loves. But magic
knows no boundaries, and Sorcha will
have to choose between the life she has
always known and a love that comes only once. Juliet Marillier is a rare talent, a
writer who can imbue her characters and
her story with such warmth, such heart,
that no reader can come away from her
work untouched. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Can they save a dying city? When Ebola
strikes, the Calm Act surrounds New
York City with armed borders. Dee Baker
and partner set out to mobilize the Northeast to save New York, though the doing
may tear them apart.
When these demons try to make new
lives in L.A., they discover there’s a lot
to learn about the human heart. This
boxed set includes the ﬁrst three books
in the “Devil You Know” series. Sympathy for the Devil The Devil is bored and
ready for Heaven. But there’s a catch: he
must fall in love, and his lady surrender
her heart. How hard can it be? A little
charm, a little magic, and Heaven will be
his. But the road to love can turn into a
slippery slope. Charmed, I’m Sure Allan’s

A queen is tested. Ava Panic yearns to
become the new gang queen. But Frosty
doesn't want his girlfriend as top girl. As
rivals challenge Panic for supremacy,
she needs to change his mind and win
support. Spring and summer in desperate Manhattan. Panic tries to prove herself by organizing rooftop crops and
more. But survival savvy and vegetables
aren't enough. The gang wars intensify
as Frosty haggles and ﬁghts to win
enough food for his people. Disease and
death stalk Manhattan's mean streets in
the height of the Starve. Does Panic
have what it takes to not just survive,
but rule? Grab it now! This series includes disturbing events and sexual violence, not depicted graphically.
Daughter of the Forest is a testimony to
an incredible author's talent, a ﬁrst novel
and the beginning of a trilogy like no
other: a mixture of history and fantasy,
myth and magic, legend and love. Lord
Colum of Sevenwaters is blessed with six
sons: Liam, a natural leader; Diarmid,
with his passion for adventure; twins Cormack and Conor, each with a diﬀerent
calling; rebellious Finbar, grown old be-
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got only three weeks to win a human woman’s heart before he’s kicked back to
his old job in Hell as Asmodeus, object of
eternal derision. Men who fall for a Carson witch are doomed, but Belinda indulges in a holiday ﬂing with Allan…and
her heart can’t let go. A Wing and a Prayer Beelzebub is banished to live out a
mortal life in L.A., complete with an annoying dog that won’t stay oﬀ his lawn.
One look at her new neighbor, and Jillian
plans a subversive quest to win his heart
— for her foster Chihuahua. But along
the way, she loses her own. demon, devil, witch, holiday romance, Christmas romance, boxed set, Los Angeles, dog
lover heroine, fallen angel, romantic
comedy
South Russia, 1914. The world is at war
and revolution threatens. Against this
backdrop of fear and danger, three
young people search for hope and love.
Will they ﬁnd the faith to weather the
coming storm? (June)
THE MILLION COPY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Drawn from 3,000 years of the
history of power, this is the deﬁnitive
guide to help readers achieve for themselves what Queen Elizabeth I, Henry
Kissinger, Louis XIV and Machiavelli
learnt the hard way. Law 1: Never outshine the master Law 2: Never put too
much trust in friends; learn how to use
enemies Law 3: Conceal your intentions
Law 4: Always say less than necessary.
The text is bold and elegant, laid out in
black and red throughout and replete
with fables and unique word sculptures.
The 48 laws are illustrated through the
tactics, triumphs and failures of great
ﬁgures from the past who have wielded or been victimised by - power.
___________________________________
(From the Playboy interview with Jay-Z,
April 2003) PLAYBOY: Rap careers are
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usually over fast: one or two hits, then
styles change and a new guy comes
along. Why have you endured while
other rappers haven't? JAY-Z: I would say
that it's from still being able to relate to
people. It's natural to lose yourself when
you have success, to start surrounding
yourself with fake people. In The 48
Laws of Power, it says the worst thing
you can do is build a fortress around
yourself. I still got the people who grew
up with me, my cousin and my childhood
friends. This guy right here (gestures to
the studio manager), he's my friend, and
he told me that one of my records, Volume Three, was wack. People set higher
standards for me, and I love it.
Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old
Miranda describes her family's struggle
to survive after a meteor hits the moon,
causing worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions.
Something happened in early 2011 that
hasn't happened in decades, perhaps
centuries-and we didn't even notice it.
That is, we didn't see it for what it was.
Massive unrest from Tunisia to Egypt to
Libya rocked the Arab world and threw
the globe into political crisis. Within
days, an earthquake-tsunami-nuclear
calamity of terrifying proportions
shocked Japan and sent the world reeling
once again, even as the globe's ﬁnancial
markets shuddered to sustain themselves while states and nations tottered
on the brink of bankruptcy-where many
still linger. All of this, of course, we did
notice. What we may have missed was
that ancient predictions for this period of
time called for exactly this: simultaneous
environmental, political, and ﬁnancial disasters. Were we seeing the beginning of
"the end of history"-and not picking up
the signal? In his prescient new book,
The Storm Before The Calm , seven-time
New York Times best-selling author
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Neale Donald Walsch oﬀers a startling answer: yes. But Walsch also says there is
nothing to fear, advancing an extraordinary explanation for what is happening
even now all over the planet. Then-and
more important-he provides a stunning
prescription for healing our lives and our
world through the answering of seven
simple questions, inviting people everywhere to join in an earth-saving
exchange at TheGlobalConversation.com. Compelling and perfectly timed,
The Storm Before The Calm answers every question that is worth asking about
December, 2012 and beyond.
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able habits that work with the demands
of your busy life instead of pretending
those demands don't exist. Calm does
not require specialist training: it uses
abilities that every single one of us is
born with, like creativity, spontaneity
and simply noticing the world around
you. Calm is not a set of rules that you
need to worry about following or breaking. It is inspirational, practical and nonprescriptive. Onerous, time-consuming
meditation might seem out of reach but
everyone can achieve calm - including
you. Calm combines extracts from fascinating neurological research with wisdom from history's great thinkers and
the real-life experiences of individuals
across the globe. It demystiﬁes mindfulness and shows you the many simple
ways to be mindful while carrying on
with your life. It is also a beautifully crafted object, ﬁlled with artwork and artistry,
that will change your perspective by
showing you the pleasures of the world
anew. Take a walk with nowhere to go,
savour a chocolate on the tip of your
tongue, plant a seed, doodle aimlessly,
turn oﬀ your mobile phone for ﬁve short
minutes. Smile, breathe and go slowly.
Michael Acton Smith has written a gamechanging book, one that will ﬁnally balance everyone's need for calm with the
realities of modern life. Join the Calm revolution. Calm your mind; change your
world. Calm.com @calm
This delightful book oﬀers a wide and enticing range of gorgeous designs and
scenes for you to color in and make your
own. The images and patterns of ﬂora
and fauna provide a relaxing way to explore the artist inside you. By following
your creative instincts, you will de-stress
your mind and body and be rewarded
with a portfolio of beautiful ﬁnished artworks.
When a martial law leader is murdered

This e-book is a shorter version of the paperback, with the same beautifully designed content excluding the practical exercise pages - perfect to dip in and out,
and choose which bits work best for you.
Join the Calm revolution. Modern life is
hectic and relentless: trains delayed, endless emails ﬁlling the inbox, kids squabbling before bedtime... There has never
been a more important time to rediscover your pause button. Calm is the book
that will show you how to take back a little bit of peace, space and all-important
calm. This book contains the simple
tools, tricks and habits that will change
the rest your life. It is a practical and
pleasurable guide to twenty-ﬁrst century
mindfulness. Regular meditation is medically proven to be good for you - it increases focus and creativity, productivity
and job satisfaction, mental and even
physical health. But in reality most of us
don't have time to sit on a cushion with
our eyes closed for half an hour every
day. And many people associate meditation with hard work and huge lifestyle
shifts: you might be imagining Buddhist
monks locked in a mountain retreat and
living oﬀ gruel... This is where Calm
comes in. Calm is about simple, achiev-
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in Pittsburgh, Dee Baker and partner are
dispatched to investigate. Plagued by tornados, and isolated under the Calm Act,
Pittsburgh has gone rogue, and it's up to
Dee and crew what to do about it. But
the forces afoot are darker than they
imagined. And Dee's about to fall into
their trap.
Swear to Calm Down & Relax..."My middle ﬁnger salutes you." If you ever want
to give your boss a middle ﬁnger, this unconventional adult coloring book is the
perfect cure for the itch of your tender
mind. The 26 pro-artists prepared illustrations match perfectly with the words and
phrases you want to speak out loud but
never dare to. Now it's THE time to remove your civilized mask and enjoy your
true self. What the F*CK is really in this
book of myth? Look Inside to ﬁnd out
now!
The Doomsday Clock gauges the threat
of nuclear war. Currently, the clock is set
at six minutes before midnight. What
happens after the hands reach midnight?
Survivalist Leeland Dawcett ﬁnds out
when he and his family are plunged into
the nightmare of their country returned
to a third-world state. No phones. No
computers. No television. At ﬁrst, Leeland thinks basic survival is the answer.
Until he crosses the path of the wrong
guy... Someone who wants to do more
than just survive...
Are we living under a two-tiered system
of justice? Why do the wealthy and powerful escape prosecution for their
crimes? Why is there so much pain and
suﬀering in the world? Is anything being
done about it? Using a combination of
wit, wisdom, and gravity, an unknown intelligence insider--identiﬁed simply as
"Q"--has been communicating with
anonymous citizens (anons) through internet message forums since 2017. Th-
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ese online exchanges bear no resemblance to your typical social media conversations; there are sobering missions
at stake. Q says corruption is worse than
we know. It has invaded the corporate
world, the media, academia, Hollywood,
the church, and other parts of society. It
is the cause of war, poverty, and countless problems that rob us of our potential. In this ﬁrst book of the Q Chronicles
series, Dave Hayes takes readers back
to the intriguing ﬁrst weeks of Q's mission. He explains how to understand the
language of Q. He shows how Q--by asking questions using the Socratic method--prompts in-depth research of little-noticed reports, government documents,
air ﬂights, maps, media stories, and current events. With Q's help, anons were
forewarned about how Jeﬀrey Epstein really made his money. They got inside information about President Trump's meetings with Kim Jong-un, clues to follow regarding the controversial Iran deal, and
hints that the NXVIM "self-help" organization was not as advertised. It's no wonder Q has fascinated millions. The research segment of Q's mission is meant
to bring about the "Great Awakening"-- a
coming era when we will unplug from
the media programming machine that
has been indoctrinating the world. We
will learn the truth, and there will be
proof to conﬁrm our nagging suspicions.
As you can imagine, there are opposing
forces that would love to stop Q from revealing anything more, but Q always
seems to be a few steps ahead of them.
A storm is approaching that will sweep
criminal power brokers into the dustbin
of history. The system that enables corruption is being dismantled and replaced. So get your popcorn ready. The
show is about to begin, and you have a
front-row seat.
Teach your kids how to focus their
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thoughts and notice the world around
them with this fun mindfulness kids activity book. Mindfulness activities are a
great way to teach children about their
thoughts and feelings and how to understand them--while having fun at the same
time. This book is packed with activities--make a mindfulness jar, learn how to appreciate food with mindful eating, and
get out into nature and explore the outside world. An illustrated journal section
at the back of the book encourages children to make notes about their own
thoughts and feelings. Calm: Mindfulness
for Kids has everything you need to
know about focusing your child's mind to
help them enjoy and appreciate things
that they take for granted every day,
while boosting their conﬁdence and self-esteem. Children are guided through
each activity, to make sure they achieve
maximum enjoyment and awareness. All
children will learn and react to each activity in a diﬀerent way and parent's notes
give advice on how to encourage children to embrace mindfulness in the modern world. Each specially designed activity is ﬂexible for each child's needs and inspires them to seek calmness and tranquility in all situations. Calm: Mindfulness for Kids shows that supporting a
child's positive mental health doesn't
need to be expensive, time-consuming,
or diﬃcult. Activities help children to destress, focus, and get moving while having fun.
A father and his son. 2500 miles apart. A
blue ribbon crosses the sky. The world
starts to unravel. No one knows what is
happening, but everyone is trying to ﬁnd
out. Buck is running his big rig from the
west coast. Garth is trapped in New York
City with his high school friend. With
Marine training and an eighteen-wheeler, Buck heads east. With no training
and no communication with his father,
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Garth ﬁghts just to escape New York City. The Hadron collider in CERN. Its twin
south of Denver. The Australian outback.
What do these places have in common?
Those who might be able to ﬁx things
are trying to ﬁgure it out while Buck
doesn't care. He is on a mission to ﬁnd
his son. Is time the enemy of humanity?
Join us today in this ﬁght for survival in
an exciting new Post-Apocalyptic series.
The Calm and Cozy Book of Sleep is a
down-to-earth guide with expert tips to
get you to sleep and stay asleep.
The tsunami was only the beginning. As
sea level rises and Dee's hometown
sinks, and bad news piles scandal on top
of disaster, Dee struggles to deliver
public support to rebuild.
The Storms Before the CalmResourceful
programmer Dee Baker is getting worried about climate change. Food prices
are skyrocketing, the drought out west
deepening, and the storms won't quit.
When her intrusive Fortune 100 media
employer forbids her to attend the escalating riots, Dee deﬁes them to visit a rally, and see for herself what they're trying to hide.Calm Act Genesis is a collection of short prequels to the Calm Act series.
Struggling with overwork and parenting
angst, English village doctor Peter Radley endeavors to hide his family's vampire nature until their daughter's oddly
satisfying act of violence reveals the
truth, an event that is complicated by
the arrival of a practicing vampire family
member.
Time ran out on climate change. As the
U.S. unravels, Dee's job oﬀers salvation:
to be one of the select few to secure
safety in an ark. Tech whisperer Dee
needs to choose whether to protect herself, or risk it all to help others. Trying to
have it both ways could be the riskiest
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gambit of all. Book 1 of the day-after-tomorrow Calm Act series.
Psychology professor and criminal
proﬁler Taylor Martin prides herself on
being able to solve any crime, except
the one she wants most desperately to
solve--the disappearance of her father
twenty years ago. When she ﬁnally has a
lead on his whereabouts, Taylor returns
home to Logan Point, Mississippi, to investigate. But as she is stalking the truth
about the past, someone is stalking her.
Nick Sinclair pens mystery novels for a
living, but the biggest mystery to him is
how he can ever get over the death of
his wife--a tragedy he believes he could
have prevented. With his estranged
brother the only family he has left, Nick
sets out to ﬁnd him. But when he crosses
paths with Taylor, all he seems to ﬁnd is
trouble. Join the chase as this determined duo search the murky shadows of
the past for the keys to unlocking the
present and moving into a future ﬁlled
with new hope and love. Readers will be
swept into the sultry South in this debut
novel from a promising and already
award-winning writer.
Undertake your own journey into Colonial American history with the Colonial
American History Journal - Book 1. Written in a "this day in history," format, the
volume includes 366 stories about the
historical events and people that made
up the building blocks of the United
States. The stories included in the Colonial American History Journal is a great
beginners introduction to the United
States' past. journal, united states, this
day in history, history stories, beginners,
introduction
It's More Than Just Organizing, It's LifeChanging This book is a Life-Changing
Magic of Not Giving a F*ck and Get Your
Sh*t Together. Do you spend more time
worrying about problems than solving
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them? Do you let unexpected diﬃculties
ruin your day and do "what ifs" keep you
up at night? Sounds like you need to
Calm the F*ck Down. Just because things
are falling apart doesn't mean YOU can't
pull it together. Whether you're stressed
about sh*t that hasn't happened yet or
freaked out about sh*t that already has,
the NoWorries method from "anti-guru"
Sarah Knight helps you curb the anxiety
and overthinking that's making everything worse. Calm the F*ck Down explains: The Four Faces of Freaking Out -and their Flipsides How to accept what
you can't control Productive Helpful Eﬀective Worrying (PHEW) The Three Principles of Dealing With It And much more!
See those big buttons popping up all
over Gabe’s body? They come out whenever someone or something gets under
his skin. Can he ﬁnd the pause button to
reset his mindset before he completely
loses control and lands in trouble? Use
this book to teach kids strategies for
staying calm when they are angry or frustrated.
'We will never achieve true happiness if
we continue to search for it outside the
very source of love, which we know is
God himself.' In Calm the Soul: A Book of
Simple Wisdom and Prayer, The Poor
Clares, an enclosed order of nuns based
in Nuns' Island, Galway, draw on the fruit
of their monastic lives and suggest simple practices to help nourish our souls
and ﬁnd a sense of calm in today's
world. With practical advice in preparing
for prayer, The Poor Clares look at ways
we can slowly build up the amount of
time spent in prayer and meditation in
our daily lives, to achieve a sense of
peace and well-being. They combine
reﬂections on familiar prayers, such as
the Our Father and Hail Mary, with meditations on Scripture, and prayers for spe-
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ciﬁc needs such as depression, self-esteem and sickness. An inspiring book of
simple spirituality which oﬀers faith and
hope to anyone seeking solace in today's
world.
Reprint of the original, ﬁrst published in
1914.
In this boxed set, featuring the ﬁrst three
novels of the six-book Medici Warrior series, Paranormal Romance and Urban
Fantasy fans will become enchanted with
this deliciously dark and scandalous story by International Bestselling Author
Emily Bex. It's everything vampire romances should be made of! "Blood Covenant combines the hedonistic jet-setting
pleasures of BILLIONAIRE ROMANCE and
the dirty little secret thrills of a DEAD
SEXY VAMPIRE!" - Katalina Leon, USA Today Bestselling Author BOOK ONE, THE
BLOOD COVENANT: When he met her, he
knew how it would end. Shade Medici, a
warrior king and sole male heir to the dynasty, is expected to mate and produce
an heir to secure the continuation of the
Medici coven. He's waited over ﬁve hundred years for the right mate, and when
he meets Kate Reese, his attraction is
more than primal - it's merciless. She's
also mortal. Kate is fresh oﬀ a broken engagement and reluctant to open her
heart, but her hesitations are no match
for the unrelenting pursuits of the vampire King. Their passion for each other is
searing...and not everyone is happy
about it. Namely the ruling Council. As
they ﬁght against deceit, treachery, and
those who aim to see their love fail,
Shade also struggles to control his impulses as Kate is immersed into his dark
and dangerous world, but it's imperative
he prepare her for the changes that will
be demanded of her should she choose
to bind herself to him through the blood
covenant. All that scorches and glitters isn't gold, and she quickly learns that
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falling in love with a vampire King comes
at a hefty price: It may just cost her everything. BOOK TWO, THE TURNING: This
second installment in a vampire saga will
draw you in from the ﬁrst page to the
spellbinding end. Immortality beckons.
Unable to escape crushing grief, Kate
needs an outlet to channel her anguish.
Turning to Luca, she pleads to be trained
to ﬁght like a warrior, but such a thing is
in direct violation of Shade's commands.
If she can get Luca to agree, her training
must be done in secret. Unfortunately,
any training is too little too late. Intent
on crushing Shade, the Aries coven is
pressing in on him from all sides.
Shade's only weakness is Kate, who becomes their perfect bait. While Kate has
been made stronger, as long as she's
mortal, her life is in peril. But going
through the turning to become immortal
would be a big gamble to her survival.
So many decisions, too many obstacles.
BOOK THREE, THE MEDICI QUEEN: There
are new beginnings for the ancient Medici vampire coven. The sexy, powerful
King Shade Medici intends to increase
his coven and territories to include the
U.S. The new Medici Queen proves she
can hold her own beside her king. She
carries rare abilities believed extinct by
the vampire community. She also possesses something never seen in the vampire world. What will it mean to their
kind? A male heir must be produced to
carry on the Medici line. The royal couple
has many new plans in business to advance their hold in the States. Not everyone is happy about it. The sprawling
Medici estate is a threat to its neighboring coven, controlled by Max. Their
lifestyle is Rissa’s greatest envy. Secrets
will be revealed, old scores will be settled, and many will fall. "Scorching", "riveting", and hailed as "the NEXT BIG
THING", The Medici Warrior Series fol-
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lows the exploits of a vampire dynasty
that spans four generations in a multi-genre story with elements of paranormal, smoldering romance, and historical
ﬁction. Get this three-book boxed set today! Your vampire king is waiting...
Book 1: LORD OF THE CHANGING WINDS
Little ever happens in the quiet villages
of peaceful Feierabiand. For Kes, the
course of her life seems set: she'll grow
up to be an herb-woman and healer, never quite ﬁtting in but always more or less
accepted. And she's content with that
path - or she thinks she is. Until the day
the griﬃns come down from the mountains, bringing with them the ﬁery wind
of their desert and a desperate need for
a healer. But what the griﬃns need is a
healer who is not quite human...or a healer who can be made into something not
quite human. Book 2: LAND OF THE
BURNING SANDS Gereint Enseichen of
Casmantium knows little and cares less
about the recent war in which his king
tried to use griﬃns and ﬁre to wrest territory from the neighboring country of
Feierabiand. Now, his kingdom's unexpected defeat oﬀers him a chance to escape from his own servitude. But now
that the griﬃns ﬁnd themselves in a position of strength, they are not inclined to
forgive and the entire kingdom ﬁnds itself in a deadly peril. Willing or not,
Gereint is caught up in a desperate strug-
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gle between the griﬃns and the last remaining mage...
Chronicling the early years of the formidable manor Jalna and the Whiteoak family who inhabit it, this bundle gathers together the ﬁrst four novels in Mazo de la
Roche’s treasured Canadian saga. Includes The Building of Jalna Morning at
Jalna Mary Wakeﬁeld Young Renny
An ex-cop who cannot die. A moon full of
settlers who cannot thrive. Mahina's terraformers built a high-tech urban
paradise. Then Earth ﬂooded the colony
with desperate refugees, cop Sass Collier
among them. The settlers who arrived
with Sass died decades ago. Outside the
citadel, their descendants die weak and
young. Sass fought a rebellion against
the city once. She won concessions to
give the settlers a chance at health. She
paid with 20 years in prison. Now she's
out, a reformed character. She assembles an oddball crew doing odd jobs. She
intends to mind her own business - how
to make a proﬁt on the skyship Thrive.
But her fellow settlers are still failing.
While her business model careens toward circus acts, Sass dares to defy the
city again, to solve Mahina's failure to
thrive. Pick up Skyship Thrive because
you love upbeat character-driven SF with
fun technology. Suggested for fans of
Fireﬂy or Nathan Lowell's Solar Clipper
books. Large Print Edition
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